Dear {contact.first},
Welcome to your Clinerion Courier – Fall Edition, 2019.

Real-World Data from a Global Network of Hospitals
In this edition of the Clinerion Courier, we are pleased to announce that we have a new
partner hospital in Brazil. Patient data from the Hospital Angelina Caron will soon go online
on Patient Network Explorer (PNEx), accessible for (de-identified) query by users of the
system [ View full press release].
Since the last edition of the Courier, patient data from a further three hospitals have gone
online on the platform.
As of today, PNEx’s hospital network currently covers over 130 sites in 19 countries,
encompassing over 73.5 M patients. We have been working hard to continue the
explosive rate of growth of our global network of partner hospitals. We are proud to have a
truly international hospital network on Patient Network Explorer; one which offers live, realworld data, a truly global scope, and is associated with competent and trial-ready sites
with experts and facilities which can support cutting edge clinical trials.

Read more >

The Eye of the Expert
Gathering and Connecting Patient Data in a
challenging environment
We spoke with Lenka Kellermann from O.I.s) about Real-World
Evidence and how it will support healthcare more and more in the
future. "Real-world evidence [...] enables the development of
realistic clinical trial designs, via the design of better protocols,
which reflects the real patient population better."

Read full interview >

They joined our Network: New Partners and Hospitals

O.I.s) - Oncology
Information Service
Freiburg, Germany,

Volv global,
Lausanne,
Switzerland

Angelina Caron,
Campina Grande do
Sul, Brazil

O.I.s) is an international
agency specialized in
RWD/RWE and health care
research in hematology and
oncology.

Volv is a Swiss AI and applied
data science company based
in Lausanne that produces
solutions to advance
healthcare.

The Angelina Caron Hospital’s
main mission is to fully serve
its various audiences.
Equally, humanely and
integrally.

View all partners >

View all hospital partners >

New Hires
Eva
Zuberer

Kenner
Estes

Fulya
Oran

Human Resources
and Office Manager

Software Developer,
Data Integration

Executive Assistant,
Sales Specialist

On Tour - upcoming events
We'll attend many events before the end of the year. One of the highlights is the MAGI conference in
Las Vegas, where Ian Rentsch, our CEO, will chair a Master Class Session around Patient Recruitment
and Retention. Meet us around the world to discuss data access and real-world evidence solutions.

View all upcoming events >

Our Team
Highlight on ... Douglas Drake, Customer
Solutions Director
“Overall, my experiences got me thinking a lot about how we can
optimize the different technologies available, but instead of focusing
on current processes, focusing on improving patient outcomes."

Read full interview >
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